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A new method of detection of chaos in dynamical systems generated by time-peri-
odic nonautonomous differential equations is presented. It is based on the existence
of some sets (called periodic isolating segments) in the extended phase space,
satisfying some topological conditions. By chaos we mean the existence of a
compact invariant set such that the Poincare map is semiconjugated to the shift on
two symbols and the counterimage (by the semiconjugacy) of any periodic point in
the shift contains a periodic point of the Poincare map. As an application we prove
that the planar equation z* =(1+ei,t |z| 2)z generates chaotic dynamics provided
0<,1288.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years there has been a growing interest in differential equations
generating chaotic dynamics. The interest is inspired by fast computers
which give numerical evidence of the existence of chaos in many equations.
However, there seem to be not many methods which permit us to prove the
existence of chaos in a rigorous mathematical way. The most frequently
applied methods detect the existence of a homoclinic trajectory with trans-
versal intersection of the stable and unstable manifolds, which is sufficient
to detect the existence of Smale’s horseshoes. Some of these methods (based
on ideas of Melnikov and Silnikov mainly) are described in detail in [W]
(see also the article [Ho]). Recently computer-assisted proofs of chaos
have been published. One is the proof of the existence of chaos in the
Lorenz system described in [MM]. It is based on a result on semicon-
jugacy of a given map to the full shift on two symbols inside an isolating
neighborhood satisfying some conditions on the Conley indices of its sub-
sets, compare [MM, Th. 2]. That result can be directly applied to a dif-
ferential equation if the considered Poincare map is known up to an
appropriate accuracy, but this requires computer calculations in any
reasonable case. A modification of the method from [MM] was recently
presented in [Z]. In that modification the Conley index was replaced by
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the fixed point index and subshifts of finite type were considered. It was
applied to a computer-assisted proof of chaos in the Ro ssler system.
Another computer-assisted proof of chaos (in a certain sense) in the Lorenz
system was presented in [HHTZ].
In contrast to the above methods, we do not need any global informa-
tion on particular solutions of the considered equation in order to detect
chaos. Our main result, Theorem 2 in Section 4, provides a sufficient condi-
tion for the existence of chaotic dynamics inside some sets, called periodic
isolating segments. (The notion of periodic isolating segment is introduced
in Section 3 as a suitable modification of the concept of isolating block
from the theory of isolated invariant sets, compare [Co] and [Sm].) The
only information required is the behavior of the right-hand side of the
considered equation in the boundaries of segments and the knowledge of
proper values of some topological invariants of these segments. As a con-
clusion we get chaos in a stronger sense than in [MM], namely the
existence of a compact invariant set such that the Poincare map is semi-
conjugated to the shift on two symbols and the counterimage (by the semi-
conjugacy) of any periodic point in the shift contains a periodic point
of the Poincare map. A similar concept of chaos is considered in [Z].
Theorem 2 is a consequence of results in [S1], based on Lefschetz Fixed
Point Theorem and Topological Principle of Waz* ewski. We refer to [Wo]
for improvements and generalizations of Theorem 2.
In Section 5, we apply Theorem 2 to detect chaotic dynamics in the above
sense for the equation z* =(1+ei,t |z| 2)z , where z # C and 0<,1288.
Note that we provide concrete values of , for which chaos existsunlike
many results on parameterized equations in which chaos is rigorously
proved for small parameters, without specifying their upper bound (com-
pare examples in [W]). We suppose that the problem of presence of chaos
generated by the above simple-looking equation is considered here for the
first time. We have chosen that equation in order to illustrate the method
because it is relatively easy to construct isolating segments for it by adapting
ideas from [S1] and [S2]. We believe, however, that our approach can be
also applied to equations causing serious problems in determination of their
dynamics. Another method for detecting chaos, which also uses isolating
segments but in a different context, will be presented in [S3].
2. BASIC NOTATION
In this paper M denotes a smooth (i.e. of the class C) manifold and
f : R_M  TM
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is a continuous time-dependent vector field. We assume that for every
(t0 , x0) # R_M the Cauchy problem
x* =f (t, x), (1)
x(t0)=x0 (2)
has the unique solution. By 8 we denote the local flow on R_M generated
by the system
{t4 =1x* =f (t, x), (3)
i.e. 8{(t0 , x0)=(t0+{, .(t 0 , {)(x0)), where .(t0 , {)(x0) # M is the value of the
solution of the Cauchy problem (1), (2) at time t0+{. Such a map . is
called a local process generated by (1), compare [H] or [S1]. It is con-
tinuous with respect to (t0 , {, x0) and satisfies two conditions:
\_ # R: .(_, 0)=idM ,
\_, t, s # R: .(_, t+s)=.(_+t, s) b .(_, t) .
Let T be a positive number. In the sequel we assume that f is T-periodic
with respect to t, hence for all _, t # R
.(_+T, t)=.(_, t)
and in order to determine all T-periodic solutions of the equation (1) it
suffices to look for fixed points of .(0, T) (the latter function is called the
Poincare map).
3. PERIODIC ISOLATING SEGMENTS
We use the following notation: by ?1 : [0, T]_M  [0, T] and
?2 : [0, T]_M  M we denote the projections and for a subset Z/R_M
and t # R we put
Zt=[x # M: (t, x) # Z].
Let (W, W&) be a pair of subsets of [0, T]_M. We call W a periodic
isolating segment over [0, T] (for the equation (1)) and W& the exit set
of W if:
(i) W and W& are compact ENR’s (Euclidean neighborhood
retracts, compare [D]), W0=WT and W &0 =W
&
T ,
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(ii) there exists a homeomorphism
h: [0, T]_(W0 , W &0 )  (W, W
&)
such that ?1=?1 b h,
(iii) for every _ # [0, T ) and x # W_ there exists a $>0 such that for
every t # (0, $) either .(_, t)(x)  W_+t or .(_, t)(x) # int W_+t ,
(iv) W& & ([0, T)_M ) = [(_, x) # W: _ < T, _$ > 0 \t # (0, $):
.(_, t)(x)  W_+t].
The concept of periodic isolating segment is an inessential modification
of the notion of periodic isolating block in [S1]. Notice that a T-periodic
isolating block (in the sense of [S1]) can be easily obtained by gluing
translated copies of a periodic isolating segment over [0, T], and our con-
ditions (iii) and, consequently, (iv) are more restrictive than the corre-
sponding conditions in [S1]. Actually, in practical applications one does
not need to use more general conditions. Constructions of some periodic
isolating segments will be presented in Section 5.
Through the remainder of this section we assume that W is a periodic
isolating segment over [0, T]. We present some notions which relate to W.
Put S1=RTZ and by [t] denote the equivalence class of t # R in S1. By
T-periodicity of f, (3) can be treated as an equation in S 1_M. Denote by
8 the local flow generated by (3) with S1_M as the phase space. By the
condition (i), the set
W =[([t], x) # S 1_M: x # Wt , t # [0, T]]
is an isolating block in the usual sense in the theory of isolated invariant
sets (see [Co] and [Sm]). The exit set W & of that isolating block is equal
to [([t], x): x # W &t , t # [0, T]] and (W , W
&) is a pair of locally trivial
bundles over S 1. Define a map
{W : W0 % x  sup[t0: \s # [0, t]: 8 s([0], x) # W ] # [0, ].
{W is continuous (by the argument in a proof of Waz* ewski Theorem, [Co,
Th. II.2.2]). The set
IW= ,

n=&
[x # W0 : \t # [0, T]: .(0, nT+t)(x) # Wt]
is an isolated invariant set for the Poincare map .(0, T ) , 8 -trajectories of
the points in [[0]]_IW form the maximal invariant set inside W . (Notice
however that W0 need not be an isolating neighborhood of IW in the
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discrete flow generated by .(0, T ) ; some trajectories of points in W0 can
leave W at a time inside the interval (0, T ) and return back to W0 at the
time T.)
Define a homeomorphism
h : (W0 , W &0 )  (WT , W
&
T )=(W0 , W
&
0 )
by h (x)=?2(h(T, ?2 h&1(0, x))) for x # W0 . Geometrically, h moves a point
x # W0 to WT=W0 along the arc h([0, T]_[?2 h&1(0, x)]). A different
choice of the homeomorphism h in (ii) leads to a map which is homotopic
to h (compare [S1]), hence the automorphism
+W=h *: H(W0 , W
&
0 )  H(W0 , W
&
0 )
induced by h in singular homology, is an invariant of the segment W.
Recall that its Lefschetz number is defined as
Lef(+W)= :

n=0
(&1)n tr h
*n
.
In particular, if +W=idH(W 0, W0&) then Lef(+W) is equal to the Euler charac-
teristic /(W0 , W &0 ). In the sequel we will use the following theorem which,
up to slightly different notation, was proved in [S1]:
Theorem 1 ([S1, Th. 7.1]). If W is a periodic isolating segment over
[0, T] then the set
FW=[x # M: .(0, T)(x)=x, \t # [0, T]: .(0, t)(x) # Wt]
is compact and open in the set of fixed points of .(0, T ) and the fixed point
index of .(0, T ) in FW is given by
ind(.(0, T ) , FW)=Lef(+W).
(See [D] for the definition and properties of the fixed point index; here we
use a different notation from the one in that book.)
4. THE MAIN RESULT
Let 72 denote the set of bi-infinite sequences of two symbols and _ is the
shift map (compare [W]).
We say that equation (1) (with f T-periodic in t) is T-chaotic if there
exists a compact set I/M, invariant with respect to the Poincare map
.(0, T ) , and a continuous surjective map g: I  72 such that:
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(j) _ b g=g b .(0, T ) , i.e. . (0, T) is semiconjugated to _ in the set I,
( jj) for every n-periodic sequence s # 72 its counterimage g&1(s)
contains at least one n-periodic point of .(0, T) .
In particular, it follows that a T-chaotic equation has a periodic solution
with the basic period kT for every k # N and the topological entropy of
.(0, T ) is positive.
Remark 1. Since I is compact and the set of periodic points is dense
in 72 , a continuous map g satisfying the conditions ( j) and ( jj) must be
surjective.
The main result of this paper is the following:
Theorem 2. Let U and W be two periodic segments over [0, T] for the
equation (1). Assume that:
(a) U/W, U0=W0 and U&0 =W
&
0 ,
(b) +U=+W b +W=idH(U0 , U0&) ,
(c) Lef(+W){/(U0 , U &0 ){0.
Then (1) is T-chaotic.
Remark 2. It will be clear from the proof of Theorem 2 that (a), (b),
and
(c$) Lef(+W){/(U0 , U &0 )=0
imply that (1) has a kT-periodic solution for every k # N. Moreover, (a), (b),
(c$), and the additional assumption on the existence of a T-periodic solution
whose graph over [0, T] is contained in U, imply that (1) is T-chaotic.
Proof of Theorem 2. Put I=IW . By the assumption (a), I is contained in
the domain of {U . If x # I then {U (x){T. Indeed, assume on the contrary
that {U (x)=T. It follows that .(0, T )(x) # U &0 =W
&
0 , hence, for a small
=>0 .(0, T+=)  W= which contradicts the definition of IW . Put
JU=[x # I: {U (x)>T], JW=[x # I: {U (x)<T].
It follows that JU and JW are compact disjoint sets and I=JU _ JW .
In order to simplify notation it is convenient to use U and W also as the
two symbols in the definition of shift, i.e.,
72=[U, W]Z.
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To a point x # I we attach a symbol p(x) # [U, W] by the rule p(x)=U
if x # JU and p(x)=W if x # JW . Define
g: I % x  [ p(.n(0, T )(x))]n=& # 72 .
Let (V0 , ..., Vn&1) # [U, W][0, ..., n&1] be a finite sequence of segments U
and W. To that sequence we attach a periodic isolating segment
V0 } } } Vn&1 and a set JV 0 } } } Vn&1 as follows. A segment V0 } } } Vn&1 over
[0, nT] is defined as
V0 } } } Vn&1=[(kT+t, x) # [0, nT]_M: k # [0, ..., n&1], t # [0, T], x # Vk].
We have
+V 0 } } } Vn&1=+V n&1 b } } } b +V0 . (4)
Denote by Un (by Wn) the segment V0 } } } Vn&1 , where Vk=U (Vk=W,
respectively) for every k=0, . . .n&1. Put
JV 0 } } } Vn&1=[x # I: \k # [0, ..., n&1]: .
k
(0, T)(x) # JVk].
This agrees with the notation JU and JW in the case n=1. The sets
JV 0 } } } Vn&1 over all n-element sequences from [U, W]
[0, ..., n&1] form a com-
pact and disjoint covering of I. In order to prove the theorem it suffices to
prove that for every n each set JV0 } } } V n&1 contains a fixed point of .
n
(0, T ) .
Indeed, the image of that point under the map g is the n-periodic sequence
(..., Vn&1.V0 , ..., Vn&1 , V0 , ...) # 72
and Remark 1 applies. Recall, that the set FWn consists of all fixed points
of .n(0, T)=.(0, nT ) contained in I (see Theorem 1). Since FWn & JV 0 } } } Vn&1 is
compact and open in the set of all fixed points of .(0, nT ) , the fixed point
index is defined, and, by (c), in order to prove Theorem 2 it suffices to
prove the following result:
Lemma 1. Assume the conditions (a) and (b). Assume that W appears in
the sequence (V0 , ..., Vn&1) # [U, W][0, ..., n&1] exactly k times. Then
ind(.(0, nT ) , FWn & JV 0 } } } V n&1)
={/(U0 , U
&
0 )
(&2)k&1 (Lef(+W)&/(U0 , U &0 ))
(k=0),
(k1).
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Proof of Lemma 1. At first let us observe that (b) and (4) imply that
Lef(+V0 } } } V n&1)=Lef(+W) (k odd), (5)
Lef(+V0 } } } V n&1)=/(U0 , U
&
0 ) (k even). (6)
The case k=0 immediately follows from Theorem 1 and (6). For k1
we use the induction with respect to k. Let k=1. Since FUn and
FW n & JV 0 } } } V n&1 form a compact and disjoint covering of FV 0 } } } Vn&1 , by the
additivity property of the fixed point index ([D, Ch.VII]),
ind(.(0, nT ) , FV0 } } } Vn&1)
=ind(.(0, nT ) , FU n)+ind(.(0, nT ) , FW n & JV 0 } } } Vn&1),
hence, by Theorem 1, (5), and (6),
ind(.(0, nT ) , FWn & JV 0 } } } V n&1)=Lef(+W)&/(U0 , U
&
0 ).
Assume now that the lemma holds for 1k<n. We prove it for k+1.
Denote by 1 the set of all sequences (Z0 , ..., Zn&1) in [U, W][0, ..., n&1]
such that Vi=U implies Zi=U and W appears exactly l times for some l,
1lk. Then, again by the additivity,
ind(.(0, nT ) , FV 0 } } } Vn&1)=ind(.(0, nT) , FWn & JV0 } } } V n&1)+ind(.(0, nT ) , FUn)
+ :
(Z0, ..., Zn&1) # 1
ind(.(0, nT ) , FWn & JZ 0 } } } Z n&1),
hence, by Theorem 1 and the inductive step,
ind(.(0, nT) , FWn & JV0 } } } Vn&1)
=Lef(+V0 } } } V n&1)&/(U0 , U
&
0 )
&\ :
k
l=1 \
k+1
l + (&2) l&1+ (Lef(+W)&/(U0 , U &0 )).
If k is odd then the formula kl=1 (
k+1
l )(&2)
l&1=2k and (6) imply the
required equation, because W appears k+1 (hence an even number) times in
the sequence (V0 , ..., Vn&1). Similarly, if k is even then kl=1 (
k+1
l )(&2)
l&1=
1&2k and (5) imply the equation. This finishes the proof of the lemma (and
also the proof of Theorem 2).
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5. A CHAOTIC EQUATION
In the present section we consider the planar nonautonomous equation
of the variable z # C
z* =(1+ei,t |z| 2)z , (7)
for some , # R. The existence of a nonzero 2?,-periodic solution of (7) in
the case ,{0 follows from [S2, Th. 0.10]. Actually, for some interval of
parameters ,, a much stronger result can be achieved:
Theorem 3. The equation (7) is 2?,-chaotic provided 0<,1288.
The upper limit of values of , for which (7) is chaotic, is greater then
1288, but we do not try to determine it here. It will be clear from the proof
how to improve the present range of parameters at the cost of slightly more
complicated calculations. Moreover, our arguments will also apply to
equations which are obtained from (7) by small perturbations. Our proof
of Theorem 3 consists in the construction of two periodic isolating
segments U and W over [0, 2?,] satisfying the conditions (a), (b), and (c)
in Theorem 2. We describe briefly how the segments look like. W is a
twisted prism with a square base centered at the origin (see Figure 1), with
the side of length 6. Its cross-sections Wt are obtained by rotating the base
with the angle velocity ,2 over the t-interval [0, 2?,]. The exit set W&
consists of two ribbons (painted in grey in Figure 1) winding around the
prism. The segment U is a regular square-based prism with broadening
ends (see Figure 2).
Figure 1
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Figure 2
Its cross-sections Ut corresponding to t near the centre of the interval
have the side of length 23 and they broaden to the length 6 when t
approaches the ends of the interval (because one should get the same cross-
sections of U at time 0 and 2?, as W ). U& consists of two opposite sides
(grey in Figure 2) of the prism.
The reminder of this section will be devoted to presentation of the proof
of the above theorem. In order to make calculations easier it is convenient
to rewrite (7) in the form of a system of two equations of real variables x
and y:
{x* =x+(x
2+y2)(x cos(,t)+y sin(,t)),
y* =&y+(x2+y2)(x sin(,t)&y cos(,t)).
(8)
We denote by F the vector-field in the extended phase space R3 generated
by the right-hand side of the system (8), i.e.,
1
F(t, x, y)=\ x+(x2+y2)(x cos(,t)+y sin(,t)) + .&y+(x2+y2)(x sin(,t)&y cos(,t))
In the sequel we assume that ,>0. In order to construct U and W we will
introduce several auxiliary functions and sets. Let R>0. Put
41R(t, x, y)=
1
R2 \x cos \
,
2
t++y sin \,2 t++
2
&1,
42R(t, x, y)=
1
R2 \x sin \
,
2
t+&y cos \,2 t++
2
&1,
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and
LR=[(t, x, y) # R3 : 4iR(t, x, y)0, i=1, 2],
L&R =[(t, x, y) # R
3 : 41R(t, x, y)=0, 4
2
R(t, x, y)0],
L+R =[(t, x, y) # R
3 : 41R(t, x, y)0, 4
2
R(t, x, y)=0].
Lemma 2. If ,1 then
F(t, x, y) } {41R(t, x, y)>0 (R3, (t, x, y) # L
&
R ), (9)
F(t, x, y) } {42R(t, x, y)<0 (R3, (t, x, y) # L
+
R ). (10)
Proof of Lemma 2. A direct calculation shows that
F(t, x, y) } {41R(t, x, y)
=
2
R2 \\x cos \
,
2
t++y sin \,2 t++\x cos \
,
2
t+&y sin \,2 t+
&,x sin \,2 t++,y cos \
,
2
t+++(x2+y2)
_\x cos \,2 t++y sin \
,
2
t++
2
+ (11)
F(t, x, y) } {42R(t, x, y)
=
2
R2 \\x sin \
,
2
t+&y cos \,2 t++\y cos \
,
2
t++x sin \,2 t+
+,y sin \,2 t++,x cos \
,
2
t++&(x2+y2)
_\x sin \,2 t+&y cos \
,
2
t++
2
+ . (12)
It is easy to verify that x2+y2R2, |x|R - 2, and | y|R - 2 provided
(t, x, y) # LR for some t. If (t, x, y) # L&R then
}x cos \,2 t++y sin \
,
2
t+}=R
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and, by (11),
F(t, x, y) } {41R(t, x, y)
2
R2
(R4&R(2R - 2+2R, - 2))
=2(R2&2 - 2(1+,)),
hence (9) follows. In the same manner we see that if (t, x, y) # L+R then
}x sin \,2 t+&y cos \
,
2
t+}=R
and, by (12),
F(t, x, y) } {42R(t, x, y)
2
R2
(&R4+R(2R - 2+2R, - 2))
=2(&R2+2 - 2(1+,)),
hence (10) is also satisfied and Lemma 2 is proved.
Similarly to the previous construction, let r>0 and put
51r(t, x, y)=
1
r2
x2&1,
52r(t, x, y)=
1
r2
y2&1,
and
Kr=[(t, x, y) # R3 : 5ir (t, x, y)0, i=1, 2],
K&r =[(t, x, y) # R
3 : 51r(t, x, y)=0, 5
2
r (t, x, y)0],
K +r =[(t, x, y) # R
3 : 51r(t, x, y)0, 5
2
r (t, x, y)=0].
Lemma 3. For an arbitrary ,,
F(t, x, y) } {51r (t, x, y)>0 (r
1
3 , (t, x, y) # K
&
r ), (13)
F(t, x, y) } {52r (t, x, y)<0 (r
1
3 , (t, x, y) # K
+
r ). (14)
Proof of Lemma 3. We have
F(t, x, y) } {51r (t, x, y)=
2
r2
(x2+(x2+y2)(x2 cos(,t)+xy sin(,t))) (15)
F(t, x, y) } {52r (t, x, y)=
2
r2
(&y2+(x2+y2)(xy sin(,t)&y2 cos(,t))). (16)
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If (t, x, y) # K&r then |x|=r and | y|r, hence, by (15),
F(t, x, y) } {51r (t, x, y)
2
r2
(r2&2r2 } 2r2)=2&8r2,
hence (13) is satisfied. By (16), it follows in an analogous way that if
(t, x, y) # K+r then
F(t, x, y) } {52r(t, x, y)&2+8r
2,
hence (14) follows. Lemma 3 is proved.
Let |>0 be another parameter. For t<R| put
61R, |(t, x, y)=
1
(R&|t)2
x2&1,
62R, |(t, x, y)=
1
(R&|t)2
y2&1.
and
Pr, R, |={(t, x, y) # _0, R&r| &_R2 : 6iR, | (t, x, y )0, i=1, 2= ,
P&r, R, |={(t, x, y) # _0, R&r| &_R2 : 61R, |(t, x, y)=0, 62R, |(t, x, y)0= ,
P+r, R, |={(t, x, y) # _0, R&r| &_R2 : 61R, |(t, x, y)0, 62R, |(t, x, y)=0= .
Lemma 4. Assume that
,<
?|
2(R&r)
, (17)
,
|
2R2(R&r)
, (18)
|
r
2
. (19)
Then
F(t, x, y) } {61R, |(t, x, y)>0 ((t, x, y) # P
&
r, R, |), (20)
F(t, x, y) } {62R, |(t, x, y)<0 ((t, x, y) # P
+
r, R, |). (21)
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Proof of Lemma 4.
F(t, x, y) } {61R, |(t, x, y)
=
2|x2
(R&|t)3
+
2
(R&|t)2
(x2+(x2+y2)(x2 cos(,t)+xy sin(,t))), (22)
F(t, x, y) } {62R, |(t, x, y)
=
2|y2
(R&|t)3
+
2
(R&|t)2
(&y2+(x2+y2)(xy sin(,t)&y2 cos(,t))).
(23)
By (17)
cos(,t)>0 \t # _0, R&r| &+ . (24)
Let (t, x, y) # P&R, | , hence |x|=R&|t and | y|R&|t. It follows by (22),
(18), and (24) that
F(t, x, y) } {61R, |(t, x, y)>
2|
r
+2&2(R&|t)2 ,t2&2R2,
R&r
|
1.
By a similar argument we conclude that if (t, x, y) # P+R, | then
F(t, x, y) } {62R, |(t, x, y)<&2+
2|
r
+2R2,
R&r
|
&1+
2|
r
.
Since (19) is assumed, the proof of Lemma 4 is finished.
The last family of functions and sets is obtained from the previous one
by the symmetry with respect to the hyperplane [(t, x, y) # R3 : t=?,],
i.e.,
71R, |(t, x, y)=6
1
R, | \2?, &t, x, y+=
1
(|t+R&2?(|,))2
x2&1,
72R, |(t, x, y)=6
2
R, | \2?, &t, x, y)=
1
(|t+R&2?(|,))2
y2&1,
Sr, R, |={(t, x, y) # _2?, &
R&r
|
,
2?
, &_R2 :
7iR, |(t, x, y)0, i=1, 2= ,
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S &r, R, |={(t, x, y) # _2?, &
R&r
|
,
2?
, &_R2 :
71R, |(t, x, y)=0, 7
2
R, |(t, x, y)0= ,
S +r, R, |={(t, x, y) # _2?, &
R&r
|
,
2?
, &_R2 :
71R, | (t, x, y)0, 7
2
R, |(t, x, y)=0= .
Lemma 5. Assume (17), (18), and (19). Then
F(t, x, y) } {71R, |(t, x, y)>0 ((t, x, y) # S
&
r, R, |) (25)
F(t, x, y) } {72R, |(t, x, y)<0 ((t, x, y) # S
+
r, R, |) (26)
Proof of Lemma 5. By the symmetry, the argument in the proof of
Lemma 4, up to inessential changes, applies also to Lemma 5.
Lemma 6. If ,<2|R then Pr, R, |/LR and Sr, R, |/LR .
Proof of Lemma 6. Again by the symmetry, it suffices to prove that
Pr, R, |/LR only. If (t, x, y) # Pr, R, | then |x|R&|t and | y|R&|t, so
}x cos \,2 t++y sin \
,
2
t+}(R&|t) \} sin \,2 t+}+ } cos \
,
2
t+}+
and
}x sin \,2 t+&y cos \
,
2
t+}(R&|t) \} sin \,2 t+}+ } cos \
,
2
t+}+ .
We have
} sin \,2 t+}+ } cos \
,
2
t+},2 t+1
|t
R
+1
|t
R&|t
+1=
R
R&|t
,
hence |x cos((,2) t)+y sin((,2) t)|R and |x sin((,2) t)&y cos((,2) t)|
R and thus (t, x, y) # LR .
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Proof of Theorem 2. All the estimates in the above lemmas are satisfied
for R=3, r=13, |=16, and ,1288. Define
U=P13, 3, 16 _ \K13 & \_16, 2?, &16&_R2++_ S13, 3, 16 ,
W=L3 & \_0, 2?, &_R2+ .
It follows by Lemmas 2, 3, 4, and 5 that U and W are isolating segments
over [0, 2?,],
U&=P&13, 3, 16 _ \K &13 & \_16, 2?, &16&_R2++_ S &13, 3, 16 ,
W&=L&3 & \_0, 2?, &_R2+ ,
are their exit sets, and
U0=W0=[(x, y) # R2 : |x|3, | y |3],
U &0 =W
&
0 =[(x, y) # R
2: |x|=3, | y |3].
The segment W is a twisted prism with a square base, its successive cross-
sections Wt are obtained by the rotation of W0 by the angle ,t2, hence we
can take the map (x, y)  (&x, &y ) as a homeomorphism h correspond-
ing to W (see Section 3). Thus
+W b +W=idH(U0 , U0&) , Lef(+W )=1.
U is a regular square-based prism, broadening at the left and right ends,
hence
+U=idH(U0 , U 0&) .
Moreover, U/W because K13/L3 and Lemma 6 is valid. Since
/(U0 , U &0 )=&1,
all conditions (a), (b), and (c) are satisfied, hence Theorem 2 implies the
result.
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